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A Lightweight Anonymous Routing Protocol Without

Public Key En/Decryptions for Wireless Ad Hoc

Networks

Abstract

More attention should be paid to anonymous routing protocols

in secure wireless ad hoc networks. However, as far as we know, only

a few papers on secure routing protocols have addressed both issues of

anonymity and efficiency. Most recent protocols adopted Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI) solutions to ensure the anonymity and security

of route constructing mechanisms. Since PKI solution requires a huge

and expensive infrastructure with complex computations and the re-

source constraints of small ad hoc devices; a Two-layer Authentication

Protocol with Anonymous Routing (TAPAR) is proposed in this pa-

per. TAPAR does not adopt public key computations to provide secure

and anonymous communications between source and destination nodes

over wireless ad hoc networks. Moreover, TAPAR accomplishes mutual

authentication, session key agreement, and forward secrecy among com-

municating nodes; along with integration of non-PKI techniques into the

routing protocol allowing the source node to anonymously interact with

the destination node through a number of intermediate nodes. Without

adopting PKI en/decryptions, our proposed TAPAR can be efficiently

implemented on small ad hoc devices while at least reducing the com-

putational overhead of participating nodes in TAPAR by 21.75%. Our

protocol is certainly favorable when compared with other related pro-

tocols.

Keywords: Anonymous routing; Mutual authentication; PKI solution;

Information security; Wireless ad hoc networks.
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1 Introduction

Due to significant advances in wireless and mobile communication techniques

and the broad development of potential applications, wireless ad hoc networks

have attracted great attention in recent years. Many experiments involving

various scenarios regarding wireless ad hoc networks have been conducted.

Examples include: Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) [2, 25], Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSNs) [26, 37], and Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs)

[27] etc. Generally, ad hoc networks can be quickly deployed to designated

areas while consists of available nodes that two of the nodes can directly com-

municate with each other through wireless medium, as long as they are within

the wireless radio communication range of each other without any fixed infras-

tructure. Therefore, participating nodes must cooperate with each other and

serve as both router and host simultaneously [1, 32, 47].

Routing protocols in wireless ad hoc networks, such as AODV [15, 46],

DSR [12], ZRP [13], and IERP [8] are generally classified into two categories:

reactive and proactive protocols. In reactive protocols (also called source-

initiated on-demand driven protocols), routing information does not need to be

periodically maintained and related routing information is initiated whenever

data packets need to be sent. On the other hand, in proactive protocols (also

called table-driven protocols), participating nodes are required to periodically

maintain, update, and store routing information in their own routing tables,

even if no data packets need to be sent. In general, most recent ad hoc routing

protocols rely on implicit trust-your-neighbor relations to route data packets

among participating nodes, but this untrustworthy model may incur security

attacks that could damage a wireless ad hoc network. Therefore, a method

of securing route packets in ad hoc networks must be developed. In order to

achieve secure routing, various secure routing protocols have been proposed,

such as SRP [38], SEAD [10], SMT [39], TLR [43], and DIMH [48], etc.
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Unlike traditionally wired networks that are protected by several lines of

defense such as basic infrastructure, centralized administration, and firewalls,

security threats on such wireless environments could come from any direction

and target all participating nodes [11, 16]. Therefore, wireless ad hoc networks

are susceptible to hackers ranging from passive eavesdropping to active tam-

pering, interfering, and spamming due to the absence of fixed infrastructure

and centralized administration. A number of security threats to wireless ad hoc

networks have been addressed [4, 5, 14, 19, 26, 33, 36, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45] and can

be generally classified into two types: passive attacks and active attacks. In

passive attacks (such as eavesdropping attacks), a hacker can un-intrusively

monitor on the communication channel between two communicating nodes

to collect and discover valuable information without disturbing the commu-

nication [7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31]. On the other hand,

active attacks (such as Sybil attacks, replay attacks, guessing attacks, and

modification attacks) can be further classified into two categories: external

attacks and internal attacks. In external attacks, a hacker does not belong to

an ad hoc network and he/she can first eavesdrop on messages sent or received

by normal participating nodes for the eventual purpose of malicious temper-

ing, interfering, guessing, or spamming, then finally injects false messages to

disrupt the network functionalities. Internal attacks (such as node replication

attacks and node compromised attacks) are usually caused by compromised

members who belong to the ad hoc network in question, hence internal attacks

are more difficult to safeguard against than external attacks.

Additionally, the main challenge facing wireless ad hoc networks is about

user privacy. Whenever source nodes attempt to send confidential information

to a designated node, they should maintain user privacy and avoid disclosing

information about the identity, whereabouts, or behavior of the user. This

process is particularly crucial in environments in which privacy is of vital
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importance. It is important for the mechanisms to maintain confidentiality

and privacy in ad hoc routing protocols to resist various security intrusions

while providing anonymous interactions between two communication nodes.

To date, only a small number of papers focused on the subject of wireless ad

hoc network have addressed the secure routing protocols and anonymity issues

[3, 9, 34, 35, 49]. In fact, most protocols have adopted PKI solutions to ensure

the anonymity and security of route constructing mechanisms. Due to hard-

ware constraints, an ad hoc node is usually built as a small device which has

limited power and computational ability. Motivated by the above-mentioned

situations, in this paper, a lightweight and secure anonymous routing protocol

for wireless ad hoc networks without public key en/decryptions is proposed.

Besides preventing the above-mentioned security attacks, the proposed proto-

col features several notable properties as follows:

Anonymous routing: The proposed protocol integrates the property of anonymity

into a reactive routing algorithm, hence it allows anonymous interactions

between source and destination node.

Session key agreement: Two communicating nodes both partially contribute

to security so both of them can agree on a session key based on their own

contributions. Thus, a session key can be used to secure future commu-

nications between them.

Mutual authentication: The proposed protocol can achieve a mutual au-

thentication between the two communicating nodes; and not only can

the destination node authenticate the legal source node, but the source

node can also authenticate the legal destination node.

Forward secrecy: Even if an attacker has the ability to compromise a node

to obtain the partial contributions to session keys from previous sessions,

she/he would still be unable to derive the correct session keys from them
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and this is so-called forward secrecy.

Group secrecy: All trustworthy members in an ad hoc network must authen-

ticate all the packets they received before forwarding the data. Hence,

the proposed protocol can prevent security threats from external attacks.

A simple solution for achieving this goal is to employ a network-wide

group key shared by all participating members.

Efficiency: All involved nodes in a specific route are not required to per-

form heavy operations to authenticate received route packets from their

neighbors, and the proposed protocol only requires a few inexpensive

operations for subsequent traffic authentications.

In summary, our proposed protocol has two main advantages compared

with other related works. One advantage is that our protocol allows commu-

nications between source and destination node to proceed anonymously, and

the other advantage is that we presented the alternative solution to public key

solutions in a simpler way with respect to energy and bandwidth savings while

reducing the complexity of the computational operations. To the best of our

knowledge, none of the recently proposed secure anonymous routing protocols

include non-PKI solutions for authenticating route packets. As a result, we

attempted to keep our protocol free of PKI operations to demonstrate that it

is important to provide a lightweight anonymous routing protocol for wireless

ad hoc networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we will review

some of the previous and related anonymous routing protocols for ad hoc

networks. In Section 3 we will present our two-layer authentication protocol

with anonymous routing (TAPAR). In Section 4, security and performance

analyzes are presented; followed by our conclusion in Section 5.
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2 Overview of Related Anonymous Routing

Protocols

If only two communication nodes exchange confidential information through

insecure networks and nodes, even though a network might be otherwise se-

cure, outsiders can discover which node is the source and which node is the

destination. Many researches have been invested [3, 35] in the anonymity and

authentication issues in wireless ad hoc communications.

One simple solution that provides anonymity is to adopt public key cryp-

tography into the routing procedure. Recently, two anonymous routing pro-

tocols have been presented that utilize public key solutions for wireless ad

hoc networks. In 2005, Boukerche et al. [3] proposed an anonymous routing

protocol for wireless ad hoc networks, basing the security of their protocol on

Onion En/Decryption Routing. In addition, a similar idea was also presented

for the design of anonymous routing of ad hoc networks, based on designated

verifier signatures (DVS) and public key cryptography, in 2007 by Lu et al.

[35]. They proposed a Secure Anonymous Routing Protocol with Authenti-

cated Key Exchange (SARPAKE) to provide not only anonymity between two

communication nodes but also to establish session keys over ad hoc networks.

In the following subsection, a brief review of the two protocols is provided.

2.1 A Review of Boukerche et al.’s Protocol

Boukerche et al.’s protocol consists of three phases: path discovery phase, path

reverse phase, and data transfer phase. The main task of the first phase is to

elucidate and establish a path from a source node N0 to a destination node Nn

while preventing other nodes from discovering the identity of either source and

destination nodes. In the second phase, the destination node triggers the path

reverse phase. Finally, when the source node receives an acknowledgement

from a path reverse message, the node could then use the shared session keys
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of the intermediate nodes to encrypt the confidential data until data reaches

the destination node. We will briefly describe the phases of their protocol as

follows:

• Path Discovery Phase: At the outset, the source node N0 generates a

temporary one-time pubic key TPK and its corresponding private key

TSK and then performs the following steps:

Step 1: Broadcasts the messages M0 = {TY PE, TPK, EPKn
(Nn, K0),

EK0
(N0, PK0, TPK, TSK, SNN0

, ESK0
(M0))} to its neighbors,

where TY PE is the message type, EPKn
signifies public key encryp-

tion with Nn’s public key, K0 is a symmetric key generated by N0,

SNN0
is a random number generated for the route, and ESK0

(M)

signifies the signature of message M which is generated and signed

by N0’s private key SK0.

Step 2: When an intermediate node receives the packet, it attempts

to decrypt EPKn
(Nn, K0) with its private key. If this node is not

the targeted destination node, the decrypted result is meaning-

less and the node forwards the message Mi = {TY PE, TPK,

EPKn
(Nn, K0), EK0

(N0, PK0, TPK, TSK, SNN0
, ESK0

(M0)), ETPK [Ni,

Ki, SNNi
, ESKi

(Mi)]} to its neighbors within its wireless transmis-

sion range, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n−1 and ETPK [·] signifies symmetric

encryption with key TPK.

Step 3: If the node is the targeted destination node, it decrypts (Nn, K0)

with its private key and receives the common key K0. Then, Nn de-

crypts (N0, PK0, TPK, TSK, SNN0
, ESK0

(M0)) with common key

K0 and receives the temporary private key TSK. Finally, Nn can

use TSK to retrieve session keys Ki for all intermediate nodes along

the path and it sends the path reverse message to the source node

through the intended intermediate nodes along the reverse path.
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• Path Reverse Phase: In this phase, Nn computes the message M ′

0 =

(EK0
[SNN1

, K1, SNN2
, K2, · · · , Kn−1, SNNn

], SNN0
) and sends

(EKn−1
[EKn−2

[· · · (EK2
[(EK1

[M ′

0], SNN1
)], SNN2

), · · · ], SNNn−2
], SNNn−1

)

to its ancestor node Nn−1. Then, each intermediate node Nn−i accords

SNNn−i
to retrieve the key Kn−i to decrypt its own encryption layer,

and forwards this message to the ancestor node along the reverse path

until it reaches the source node, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1. Finally,

when the source node receives the path reverse message, N0 decrypts

(SNN1
, K1, SNN2

, K2, · · · , Kn−1, SNNn
) with key K0 and knows the com-

plete route and all shared session keys from itself to the destination node.

• Data Transfer Phase: When N0 wants to send a confidential message to

Nn, it uses the shared session keys of the intermediate nodes to generate

a layer of encryptions as in the Onion Routing protocol and sends the

message to its successor node. Then, each intermediate node decrypts

one encryption layer and forwards the message to its successor node until

the message reaches the destination node.

2.2 A Review of Lu et al.’s Protocol

Lu et al.’s protocol also consists of three phases: path discovery phase, path

reverse phase, and data transfer phase. The main task of the first phase is to

ensure that the source node establishes an anonymous route from itself to the

destination node through a number of intermediate nodes. The second phase

mainly concerns with confirming the completeness of the reverse path from

the destination to the source and establishes a common session key between

end-to-end communication nodes. Finally, the third phase primarily ensures

that the source node sends the confidential data to the destination by using

a session key. Lu et al.’s SARPAKE protocol can briefly be summarized as

follows.
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• Path Discovery Phase: In this phase, the source node N0 is initiated

to establish a route to the destination node Nn through a number of

intermediate ad hoc nodes which are passed from N1 to Nn−1. First, N0

generates a unique tag# for this route, and then it performs the following

steps:

Step 1: Chooses a random number x to compute X = gx mod p and

h0 = H(X||Kn
0 ), where g is the primitive element in GF (p), H(.)

is a one-way hash function, Yn = gxn(modp) is the destination’s

public key, xn is its private key, and Kn
0 = Y x0

n = gx0xn.

Step 2: Computes C0 = Epkn
(M0), where M0=(tag#||N0||Nn||X||h0).

Step 3: Sends the path discovery packet to its neighboring nodes, where

packet=(tag#||hop||C0) and hop signifies the number of hops that

a packet can send.

Step 4: Maintains its local route table LRT0 = (tag#, 0, ?, T0). The

second field records the ancestor node and N0 is the source of this

route, this field records 0. The third field records the successor

node, and is added later during the path reverse phase. The fourth

field T0 is the time for the route generated by N0.

When a node receives the packet, it performs the following steps:

Step 5: Checks if (((hop−−) ≥ 0), if it holds, continue; otherwise, stop.

Step 6: Checks if the packet has already been received from other nodes

within its wireless transmission range using the unique tag# as

the unique identifier for this route. If it holds, drop it and stop;

otherwise, continue.

Step 7: Checks if the node itself is the designated receiver. (Try to

decrypt C0 with the private key of the node and compare the tag#

and the Nn to the node’s ID. There are two possible outcomes:
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a. If the node is NOT the intended receiver, then it maintains its

local route table LRTi=(tag#,Ni−1,?,Ti) and forwards the new

packet (tag#||hop||C0) to neighboring nodes, where hop has

been updated.

b. If the node is the destined receiver, then it verifies whether

h0
?
= H(X||K0

n) is true or not, where K0
n = yxn

0 = gx0xn =

yx0

n = Kn
0 . If it does not hold, drop it and stop; otherwise, Nn

stores the entry (tag#,Nn−1,1,Tn) to its local route table LRTn

and the path discovery phase ends.

• Path Reverse Phase: In this phase, the destination node would respond

to the source node and performs the following steps:

Step 1: Chooses a random number y to compute Y = gy and hn =

H(Y ||K0
n). Then, the shared session key can be generated by com-

puting SK = (X ∗ Y0)
y+xn = g(x+x0)(y+xn).

Step 2: Computes Cn = Epk0
(Mn) and Cn−1 = Epkn−1

(tag#) and sends

(Cn||Cn−1) to Nn−1, where Mn = (tag# ||N0 ||Nn ||Y ||hn) and

Epki
(.) signifies asymmetric encryption with node i’s public key.

Upon receiving (Cn||Cn−1) from Nn, Nn−1 uses its private key skn−1 to

recover tag# by computing Dskn−1
(Cn−1) and maintains its local route

table LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, Nn, Tn−1), where Dski
(.) signifies the

asymmetric decryption with node i’s private key. Then, Nn−1 forwards

(Cn||Cn−2) to its ancestor node Nn−1, where Cn−2 = Epkn−2
(tag#). Other

nodes N1, N2, · · · , Nn−2 along the route perform the same operations

as the node Nn−1. Finally, when the source node N0 receives (Cn||C0 =

Epk0
(tag#)) from N1, it performs the following steps:

Step 3: Computes Dsk0
(C0) to recover tag# and check whether tag# is

in its route table LRT0 or not. If it is found, continue; otherwise,
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stop.

Step 4: Updates its route table LRT0 = (tag#, 0, N1, T0) and computes

Dsk0
(Cn) to recover (tag#||N0||Nn||Y ||hn).

Step 5: Verifies whether hn
?
= H(Y ||K0

n) is true or not. If it holds,

continue; otherwise, stop.

Step 6: Computes the shared session key SK = (Y ∗Yn)
x+x0 = g(x+x0)(y+xn).

Step 7: Finally, the route from the source node to the destination node

is established and the shared session key between N0 and Nn is also

established.

• Data Transfer Phase: In this phase, the source node N0 sends a confiden-

tial message M to the destination node Nn securely. First, N0 computes

C = ESK [M ] and h = H(C), where ESK [.] signifies symmetric encryp-

tion with session key SK. Then, N0 sends (C||CH) to its successor node

N1, where CH = Epk1
(tag#||h). Upon receiving (C||CH) from N0, N1

computes Dsk1
(CH) to recover tag# and h. If tag# is found in LRT1, N1

computes CH = Epk2
(tag#||h) and forwards (C||CH) to its successor

node N2. Other nodes N2, N3, · · · , Nn−1 along the route perform the

same operation as the node N1. Finally, when the destination node Nn

receives (C||CH = Epkn
(tag#||h)) from Nn−1, it computes Dskn

(CH) to

recover tag# and h and verifies whether h ?
= H(C) holds or not. If

it holds, Nn uses the shared session key SK to recover the message M

from C; otherwise, stop.

3 The Proposed Protocol

In our proposed protocol, a sample of system architecture for anonymous rout-

ing over a wireless ad hoc network is given in Figure 1. In general, a routing

protocol consists of three types of participants, namely: source node N0, des-
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tination node Nn, and intermediate nodes Ni, where i = 1 to 5 in this sample.

The source node initiates a path discovery phase from itself to the destination

node by sending a PathDiscovery message through a number of intermedi-

ate nodes (depicted in real line). Then, the destination node responds with a

PathReverse message in the reverse direction until the message reaches the

source node, verifying the complete route (depicted by dotted line). In addi-

tion, all messages transmitted between nodes should be verified and protected

in the protocol, and thus even if an attacker eavesdrops on the communica-

tions between nodes or injects false messages into networks, the protocol still

provides an adequate level of security. Furthermore, the proposed lightweight

protocol also took into account the resource constraints of mobile ad hoc nodes

by minimizing computational overhead without resorting to PKI solutions. We

have largely succeeded in ensuring our protocol of maintaining low computa-

tional overhead, as seen in a detailed description of our proposed TAPAR

protocol.

3.1 Notations and Assumptions

Before presenting the details of our TAPAR protocol, we must outline some

basic notations and assumptions, as seen in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

3.2 A Two-Layer Authentication Protocol with Anony-
mous Routing (TAPAR)

Our two-layer authentication protocol with anonymous routing (TAPAR) al-

lows source node to anonymously interact with the destination node. It con-

tains three participants, namely: the source node N0, the destination node

Nn, and the intermediate nodes Ni, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1. In addition,

it consists of four phases, namely: a preprocessing phase, a path discovery

phase, a path reverse phase, and a data transfer phase. Motivated by the

types of security threats mentioned in Section 1, we have proposed a two-layer
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Table 1: Notations

(G, g, p) An element g of large prime order p in a finite cyclic group G.
IDi The identity of node i.
N0 The source node.
Nn The destination node.
Ni The intermediate nodes, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1.

(pki, ski) A public key and private key of node i,
where pki = gxi = Yi ∈ G, ski = xi ∈ GF (p).

tag# An unique tag number for a route.

SK
j
i A static shared key between node Ni and node Nj ,

where SK
j
i = Y xi

j = gxixj = Y
xj

i = SKi
j.

GSK The group secret key shared among all nodes in the network.

CSK
j
i The common session key established by node i and j.

Ti A timestamp, which node i attaches.
H(.) A public and collision-free one-way hash function.

MAC The message authentication code and is defined by MAC = H(k; m),
where m denotes the message under the protection key of k.

⊕ Exclusive OR operation.
hop The number of hops that a message can transmit.
a||b Concatenation of message a and b.

EK [.] The symmetric encryption function with key K.
DK [.] The symmetric decryption function with key K.
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Table 2: Assumptions

A-1 All nodes have the same transmission range and the links between
connected nodes are bidirectional wireless links. Each node has a
unique, non-zero, and integer-valued ID and its corresponding public
key is clear to every node that participates in the networks. On the
contrary, a private key of corresponding node is undisclosed to any others.

A-2 Node i maintains its local route table (LRTi) for a special route
and the format of LRTi is shown as follows.

(tag#, Ancesotr, Ancestor SN, Succesor, Sucessor SN, Lifetime)

where the 1st field of LRTi means the unique tag number for a route,
the 2nd field records its ancestor node, the 3rd field records a serial
number which is generated by the node itself and would be shared with
its ancestor node, the 4th field records its successor node, the 5th field
records a serial number which is generate by its successor node and would
be shared with the node itself, and the 6th field means a lifetime which
controls how long a route is valid in LRTi. If LTi hits 0, the entry will be
removed from LRTi.

A-3 Each node is capable of executing ESK [.], DSK [.], and H(.) algorithms.
A-4 The proposed protocol provides perfect forward secrecy means that if

the group secret key and two communication nodes’s private key are
simultaneously revealed to an attacker, it is still unable to the attacker
derive the session keys of previous sessions.

A-5 An attacker may un-intrusively eavesdrop, alter, or replay messages
into the wireless channel between two communication nodes in networks.
However, we assumed that the proposed protocol does not provide a
mechanism to against a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. For this attack,
an attacker can simply disrupt, subvert, or destroy a network and this
kind of attack is common though to all protocols, which is not our
research focus in this paper.

A-6 Involved intermediate nodes along the route may try to break the
anonymity property. Thus, the proposed protocol assumes that all the
intermediates nodes involved in a specific route are not in collusion.
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Figure 1: Ad hoc routing protocol architecture

authentication protocol to secure communications over insecure networks in

all involved phases except the preprocessing phase. The goal of the first-layer

is to confirm whether a message generated by group members is valid and

the concept of message authentication code (MAC) would be used for quick

verification during this phase. Thus, an invalid outsider would be unable to

send a malevolent message into the networks and legal group members can

confirm that a received message has come from a valid member, not from ma-

licious outsiders. In addition, the goal of the second-layer is to verify whether

a message has come from a specific user in a group and utilizes the concept

of static shared key SK
j
i to make sure a received message has come from a

specific user. Finally, the proposed protocol allows trustworthy intermediate

nodes to participate in the route construction procedure without damaging the

anonymity of two communicating nodes. The details of TAPAR are described
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Table 3: Hashed key table of node i

Identity Hashed session key

ID1 H(SK1
i ) = H(Y xi

1 ) = H(gxix1) = H(Y x1

i ) = H(SKi
1)

ID2 H(SK2
i ) = H(Y xi

2 ) = H(gxix2) = H(Y x2

i ) = H(SKi
2)

...
...

IDi−1 H(SKi−1
i ) = H(Y xi

i−1) = H(gxixi−1) = H(Y
xi−1

i ) = H(SKi
i−1)

IDi+1 H(SKi+1
i ) = H(Y xi

i+1) = H(gxixi+1) = H(Y
xi+1

i ) = H(SKi
i+1)

...
...

IDN−1 H(SKN−1
i ) = H(Y xi

N−1) = H(gxixN−1) = H(Y
xN−1

i ) = H(SKi
N−1)

IDN H(SKN

i ) = H(Y xi

N
) = H(gxixN) = H(Y xN

i ) = H(SKi
N

)

as follows.

3.2.1 Preprocessing Phase

Before an anonymous routing request is sent, each node maintains a hashed key

table, which records hashed session keys shared between itself and correspond-

ing members, to authenticate the correctness of a user’s identity. Note that

each node never shares its hashed key table with anyone else. As a result, our

anonymous routing protocol uses a pre-computed hashed key table, which in-

cludes both member’s ID information and hashed session keys, to authenticate

the identity of members so it does not require any public key en/decryptions

during the subsequent path discovery and path reverse phases. Assume that

the number of members in an ad hoc network is N, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N. Table

3 shows the format of each entry in the hashed key table.

3.2.2 Path Discovery Phase

In Figure 2, the path discovery phase of an anonymously routed two-layer

authentication is provided. When a node wants to broadcast a request to

neighbors or forward a message to its next node in an ad hoc network, it can

be accepted only if it has the correct group key GSK and its transmission time

Ti must be within a tolerance period of current time. At the beginning, when
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a source node N0 wants to securely and privately discover an available route

path from itself to the destination node Nn, it first generates a unique tag#

and initiates a path discovery procedure within the network to find a feasible

route by performing the following operations.

Path discovery phase

N0 N1

A = ga, MPD = {tag#||hop||M0}

M0 = [tag#||N0||Nn||A||SN0||TN0
]

⊕H(SKNn

N0
)

packet = EGSK [MAC0||TN0
||MPD]

LRT0 = (tag#, Nn, SN0, ?, ?, LT0) packet
-

Ni Ni+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

packet = EGSK [MACi||TNi
||MPD]

LRTi = (tag#, Ni−1, ?, ?, ?, LTi)
packet

-

Nn−1 Nn

packet = EGSK [MACn−1||TNn−1
||MPD]

LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, ?, ?, ?, LTn−1)

packet
-

(tag#||N0||Nn||A||AN0||TN0
) =

M0 ⊕H(SKN0

Nn
)

LRTn = (tag#, Nn−1, SNn, N0, SN0, LTn)

Figure 2: Path discovery phase.

1. Computes A = ga(modp) and sets a suitable number of hop depending

on the actual frequency of usage, where a is a random number.

2. Makes a path discovery message MPD as MPD = {tag#||hop||M0}, where

M0 = H(SKNn

N0
)⊕ [tag#||N0||Nn||A||SN0||TN0

], SN0 is a ancestor-serial

number which is stored in the third field of LRT0, and TN0
is a timestamp

of current time.

3. Broadcasts a packet EGSK [MAC0||TN0
||MPD] to neighbors within wire-

less transmission range, where MAC0 = H(GSK; TN0
).

4. Stores the entry (tag#, Nn, SN0, ?, ?, LT0) in its local route table LRT0.
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Since N0 itself is the source of this route and no ancestor node exists, the

second field records the identity of Nn. Similarly, the third field records

a serial number which will be shared with Nn. The fourth and fifth fields

are temporarily unknown, and these two fields will be added later during

the path reverse phase. The sixth field records the life-time of an entry

in the route. The entry will be deleted if the timer hits 0.

When a node Ni receives the packet, it first reveals (MAC0||TN0
||MPD)

by computing DGSK [EGSK [MAC0||TN0
||MPD]]. Then it checks the validity

of MAC0 for fist-layer authentication and whether TN0
is within a reason-

able time delay range or not. If the above conditions are satisfied, Ni checks

whether the packet has already been received from other nodes by comparing

the tag#. If the packet has been received, Ni drops it; otherwise, Ni checks if

((hop − −) ≥ 0). If this condition does not hold, drop it; otherwise, check if

the node itself is the intended destination node by computing H(SKN0

Ni
)⊕M0

with all the hashed session keys of its hashed key table, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

According to Algorithm 1, one of two conditions is met by decrypted results,

shown as follows: Condition (i) is satisfied only when the decrypted results

are meaningful; that is, (tag#||N0||Nn) are correct and the node is the in-

tended destination node. Otherwise, under Condition (ii), the node is not

the intended destination node.
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Algorithm 1. Confirmation of destination node for receiving MPD packet
1: function Confirm MPD( ){
2: while (MPD message is received by Ni){
3: Retrive hashed session keys from Ni’s hashed key table;
4: for (j = 1; j <= N; j + +) do

5: C = M0 ⊕H(SK
Nj

Ni
); // For 2nd-layer authentication //

6: if (C <> [tag#||N0||Nn||A||SN0||TN0
]) {

7: Discard this message; continue;
8: }
9: if (C == [tag#||N0||Nn||A||SN0||TN0

]) {
10: Confirmation of node itself is destination node;
11: return Condition(i);
12: }
13: return Condition(ii);
14: }
15: }

Condition(i): If the node is the intended destination node Nn, it generates a

successor-serial number SNn and stores the following entry (tag#, Nn−1,

SNn, N0, SN0, LTn) in its local route table LRTn. Since Nn itself is

the destination of this route and has no successor node, the fourth field

records the identity of N0. Similarly, the fifth field records SN0 which is

generated by N0. The second field records its ancestor node Nn−1 and

the third field records a serial number SNn which is generated by itself

and will be shared with its ancestor node Nn−1. The sixth field records

the life-time LTn of an entry in the route. Upon entry of all necessary

records, the path discovery phase ends.

Condition(ii): Under this condition, the process is repeated until the entire

hashed session keys of the hashed key table have been tried and no mean-

ingful results remain. Thus, the node Ni (N1 ≤ Ni ≤ Nn−1) confirms

that it is not the destination node and forwards EGSK [MACi || TNi
||

MPD = (tag# || hop −− || M0)] to neighbors within its wireless trans-

mission range, where MACi = H(GSK; TNi
). In addition, Ni stores the

entry (tag#, Ni−1, ?, ?, ?, LTi) in its local route table LRTi.
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Path reverse phase

Nn−1 Nn

Reveal (tag#||SNn) from Cn−1 B = gb, MPR = {Cn−1||Cn}

Mn = Cn ⊕ SNn session key CSK0
n = Ab = gab = Ba

Cn = Mn ⊕ SNn−1

Mn = [tag#||Nn||No||B||MAC0
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]

⊕H(SKN0

Nn
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Cn−2 = (Nn−1||EH(SK
Nn−1

Nn−2
)
[tag#||ANn−1])

LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, SNn−1,
Cn−1 = (Nn||EH(SK

Nn
Nn−1

)[tag#||SNn])

packet = EGSK [MACn||TNn
||MPR]

LRTn = (tag#, Nn−1, SNn, N0,

SN0 + 1, LTn)

Nn, SNn, LTn−1)

packet
�

Ni−1 Ni(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

Cn = Mn ⊕ SNi, MPR = {Ci−1||Cn}

Ci−1 = (Ni||EH(SK
Ni
Ni−1

)
[tag#||SNi])

packet = EGSK [MACi||TNi
||MPR]

LRTi = (tag#, Ni−1, SNi, Ni+1,
SNi+1, LTi)

packet
�

N0 N1

Reveal (tag#||SN1) from C0

Cn = Mn ⊕ SN1, MPR = {C0||Cn}

C0 = (N1||EH(SK
N1
N0

)
[tag#||SN1])

(tag#||Nn||No||B||MAC0
n||TNn

) =

Cn ⊕ SN1 ⊕H(SKNn

N0
)

packet = EGSK [MAC1||TN1
||MPR]
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session key CSKn
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Verify H(CSKn
0 ; SN0 + 1) ?

=MAC0
n

LRT0 = (tag#, Nn, SN0 + 1, N1, SN1, LT0)

packet
�

Figure 3: Path reverse phase.

3.2.3 Path Reverse Phase

Figure 3 illustrates the path reverse phase of our proposed TAPAR protocol.

To initiate a path reverse session, the destination node Nn first initiates a

path reverse procedure in the reverse direction to confirm a complete route

from itself to the source node by performing the following operations.

1. Selects a random number b and computes B = gb(modp). Nn can then

compute the common session key CSK0
n = Ab = gab = Ba(modp),

which is only shared between N0 and Nn. It then uses the CSK0
n to
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create the message authentication code MAC0
n = H(CSK0

n; SN0 + 1),

which includes the serial number SN0+1.

2. Makes a path reverse message MPR as MPR = {Cn−1||Cn}, where Cn−1 =

(Nn||EH(SK
Nn
Nn−1

)[tag#||SNn]), Cn = Mn ⊕ SNn, SNn is generated by

Nn and is shared with its ancestor node Nn−1; H(SKNn

Nn−1
= Y xn

n−1 =

gxn−1xn = Y xn−1

n ) is a hashed static shared key between node Nn and

node Nn−1, and Mn = [tag#||Nn||N0||B||MAC0
n||TNn

]⊕H(SKN0

Nn
).

3. Unicasts a packet EGSK [MACn||TNn
||MPR] to its ancestor node Nn−1,

where MACn = H(GSK; TNn
).

4. Maintains its local route table LRTn as LRTn = (tag#, Nn−1, SNn, N0,

SN0 + 1, LTn).

Upon receiving the path reverse packet from Nn, Nn−1 would then deal

with this message according to following steps.

1. Reveals (MACn||TNn
||MPR) by computing DGSK [EGSK [MACn||TNn

||MPR]]

and verifies the validity of MACn for first-layer authentication. If the

above condition is met, continue; otherwise, stop.

2. Uses the static shared key H(SKNn

Nn−1
) to reveal (tag#||SNn) and checks

whether tag# exists in LRTn−1 or not. If it is found, continue; otherwise,

stop.

3. Uses SNn to reveal Mn by computing Cn⊕SNn and creates a new MPR

packet as MPR = {Cn−2||Cn}, where Cn−2 = (Nn−1 || EH(SK
Nn−2

Nn−1
)
[tag#

|| SNn−1]), Cn = Mn ⊕ SNn−1, and SNn−1 is a serial number which is

generated by itself and shared with Nn−2.

4. According to the second field of LRTn−1, Nn−1 unicasts the packet EGSK

[MACn−1 || TNn−1
|| MPR] to its ancestor node Nn−2.
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5. Maintains its local route table LRTn−1 as LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, SNn−1,

Nn, SNn, LTn−1).

Algorithm 2. Forward path reverse packet between intermediate nodes
1: function Forward Path Reverse Packet( ){
2: while (path reverse packet is received by Ni){
3: for (i = n− 1; i <= 1; i−−) do
4: Decrypt EGSK [MACi+1||TNi+1

||MPR];
5: if (MACi+1 <> H(GSK; TNi+1

)) { // For 1st-layer authentication //
6: Discard this message and stop;
7: }

8: Retrieve H(SK
Ni+1

Ni
) to reveal (tag#||SNi+1);

9: if (tag# is not found in LRTi or LTi hits 0) {
10: Discard this message and stop;
11: }
12: Compute D = Cn ⊕ SNi+1;
13: Generate SNi;
14: Make Ci−1 = (Ni||E

H(SK
Ni−1

Ni
)
[tag#||SNi]);

15: Make Cn = D ⊕ SNi;
16: Unicast EGSK [MACi||TNi

||MPR = (Ci−1||Cn)] to its ancestor node Ni−1;
17: }
18: }

Other intermediate nodes Ni along the route perform the same steps as the

node Nn−1, where i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n− 3, n− 2 (See Algorithm 2). As a result,

the last intermediate node N1 should unicast a packet EGSK [MAC1||TN1
||MPR]

to its ancestor node N0 and maintain its local route table LRT1 as LRT1 =

(tag#, N0, SN1, N2, SN2, LT1), where MPR = {C0||Cn}, C0 = (N1 || EH(SK
N1
N0

)

[tag# || SN1]), and Cn = Mn ⊕ SN1.

Finally, when the source node N0 receives the packet EGSK [MAC1||TN1
||MPR]

from N1, N0 performs the following operations.

1. Reveals (MAC1||TN1
||MPR) by computing DGSK [EGSK [MAC1||TN1

||MPR]]

and verifiesy the validity of MAC1 by first-layer authentication. If the

above condition is met, continue; otherwise, stop.

2. Uses the static shared key H(SKN1

N0
) to reveal (tag#||SN1) from C0 and

checks whether tag# exists in LRT0 or not. If it is found, continue;
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otherwise, stop.

3. Uses SN1 to reveal Mn by computing Cn ⊕ SN1 and use H(SKNn

N0
) to

reveal (tag#||Nn||N0||B||MAC0
n||TNn

) by computing Mn ⊕H(SKNn

N0
).

4. Computes the common session key CSKn
0 by computing CSKn

0 = Ba =

gab = Ab( mod p) and verifies the validity of CSKn
0 by comparing H(CSKn

0 ;

SN0 +1) ?
= MAC0

n for the second-layer authentication. If the above con-

dition holds, not only has the route from N0 to Nn been confirmed, but

the common session key CSKn
0 shared between N0 and Nn would have

been established by them as well; which is used to secure communications

during the following data transfer phase.

5. Maintains its local route table LRT0 as LRT0 = (tag#, Nn, SN0 + 1, N1,

SN1, LT0). After this step path reverse phase ends.

3.2.4 Data Transfer Phase

Figure 4 describes the data transfer phase of the TAPAR protocol. The source

node N0 securely and privately sends a confidential data M to the destination

node Nn. N0 first encrypts M as M ′ = ECSKn
0
[M ||SN0 + 2] and computes

F = H(M ′), where ECSKn
0

is a common session key shared between N0 and

Nn. Then, N0 initiates a data transfer procedure within the network for the

purpose of sending the secret packet along the route till it reaches Nn by

performing the following operations.

1. Creates a data transfer message MDT as MDT = {I||G}, where I =

M ′ ⊕ SN1 + 1 and G = (N0||EH(SK
N1
N0

)
[tag#||F ])

2. Unicasts a packet EGSK [MAC0||TN0
||MDT ] to its successor node N1,

where MAC0 = H(GSK; TN0
).

3. Maintains its local route table LRT0 as LRT0 = (tag#, Nn, SN0 + 2, N1,

SN1 + 1, LT0).
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Data transfer phase
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Figure 4: Data transfer phase.

Algorithm 3. Forward data transfer packet between intermediate nodes
1: function Forward Data Transfer Packet( ){
2: while (data transfer packet is received by Ni){
3: for (i = 1; i <= n− 1; i + +) do
4: Decrypt EGSK [MACi−1||TNi−1

||MDT ];
5: if (MACi−1 <> H(GSK; TNi−1

)) { // For 1st-layer authentication //
6: Discard this message and stop;
7: }

8: Retrieve H(SK
Ni−1

Ni
) to reveal (tag#||F );

9: if (tag# is not found in LRTi or LTi hits 0) {
10: Discard this message and stop;
11: }
12: Compute I ⊕ SNi + 1;
13: if (H(I ⊕ SNi + 1) <> F ) {
14: Discard this message and stop;
15: }
16: Make G = (Ni||E

H(SK
Ni+1

Ni
)
[tag#||F ]);

17: Make MDT = {I = M ′ ⊕ SNi+1 + 1||G};
18: Unicast EGSK [MACi||TNi

||MDT ] to its successor node Ni+1;
19: }
20: }
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Upon receiving the data transfer message, each intermediate node Ni deals

with this message according to Algorithm 3, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1. As

a result, the last intermediate node N1 should unicast a data transfer packet

EGSK [MACn−1||TNn−1
||MDT ] to its successor node Nn and maintain its local

route table LRTn−1 as LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, SNn−1 +1, Nn, SNn +1, LTn−1)

upon completion of the route, where MDT = {I||G}, I = M ′ ⊕ SNn + 1, and

G = (Nn−1||EH(SK
Nn
Nn−1

)[tag#||F ]).

When the destination node Nn receives the packet EGSK [MACn−1||TNn−1

|| MDT ] from Nn−1, it performs the following operations.

1. Reveals (MACn−1||TNn−1
||MDT ) by computing DGSK [EGSK [MACn−1 ||

TNn−1
||MDT ]] and verifies the validity of MACn−1 for first-layer authen-

tication. If the above condition holds, continue; otherwise, stop.

2. Uses the static shared key H(SK
Nn−1

Nn
) to reveal (tag#||F ) from G and

checks whether tag# exists in LRTn or not. If it is found, continue;

otherwise, stop.

3. Uses SNn + 1 to reveal M ′ by computing I ⊕ SNn + 1 and verifies

H(M ′) ?
= F . If it holds, continue; otherwise, stop.

4. Uses the common session key CSK0
n to recover message (M ||SN0 + 2)

from M ′ by computing DCSK0
n
[ECSKn

0
[M ′]].

5. Maintains its local route table LRTn as LRTn = (tag#, Nn−1, SNn +

1, N0, SN0 + 2, LTn). After this step the data transfer phase ends.

4 Analysis and Discussion

In this section, we shall analyze the requirements and the security of our

proposed TAPAR. Furthermore, in terms of computational complexity, we have

evaluated and compared the performance of TAPAR with the other related
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protocols mentioned in Section 2. The details of the above-mentioned analyzes

are briefly described in the following subsections.

4.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we will provide proof of the correctness of TAPAR and eval-

uate its security with respect to its robustness in the presence of the attacks

presented in Section 1. As mentioned earlier, our proposed TAPAR does not

consider DoS attacks and all intermediate nodes involved in a specific route are

not in collusion, which is common throughout all ad hoc anonymous routing

protocols, and TAPAR could satisfy the following theorems.

Theorem 4.1. TAPAR is secured against passive and active attacks while

maintaining the data integrity of the nodes that have participated in a specific

route over ad hoc networks; including the source node, intermediate nodes, and

the destination node.

Proof. During path discovery phase, the source node sends a path discovery

message through a number of group members until it reaches the destination

node, and the message is encrypted with the group secret key that is only

shared among valid members. Thus, beginning with the source node, invalid

outsiders are unable to participate in routing procedures to further decrypt

the message, also the security of the secret key is ensured based on MAC

and one-way hashing cryptography. Hence, data confidentiality and integrity

are well-protected by first-layer authentication in our proposed protocol, pre-

venting passive attacks such as eavesdropping. Moreover, in active attacks,

an attacker could intercept the authorized credential message and replay it.

However, such attacks can be prevented by timestamps and MAC, both of

which are used in our protocol to guarantee the freshness of transmission mes-

sages. Furthermore, static shared key SKNn

N0
, that is, the security mechanism

of second-layer authentication, rend it impossible for valid group members
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to be impersonated as some source node N0 to run the anonymous routing

procedure with some destination node Nn as well.

During the path reverse phase, the destination node sends a path reverse

message along the reverse order path of a route through a number of inter-

mediate nodes until it reaches the source node; also the message is encrypted

with the group secret key as well. Finally, every session between two nodes

is well-protected by the static shared key SK
Ni−1

Ni
, thus no one has the ability

to acquire or derive their communication messages, where Ni is Ni−1’s succes-

sor node. As a result, many passive and active attacks can be prevented by

TAPAR.

Theorem 4.2. TAPAR ensures anonymous interactions between the source N0

and the destination Nn through a number of intermediate nodes, and neither

intermediate nodes nor outsiders can ascribe any session to a particular source

or destination during any session.

Proof. During path discovery phase, if an attacker Eve intercepts N0’s path

discovery message EGSK [MAC0||TN0
||MPD] and was able to derive MPD =

{tag# || hop || M0}, she still could not know which node is the source and

which node is the destination because she lacks the static shared key SKNn

N0
.

Similarly, during the path reverse phase, if an attacker Eve intercepts

Nn’s path reverse message EGSK [MACn||TNn
||MPR] and was able to obtain

MPR = {Cn−1||Cn}, she would still be unable to discover which node is the

destination and which node is the source. Not only because she lacks static

shared key SKNn

N0
, but also because she lacks the key H(SKNn

Nn−1
), where Nn−1

is Nn’s ancestor node in a specific route. As a result, the source node can

anonymously interact with the destination node without disclosing either’s

personal information. Thus absolute privacy is achieved for wireless ad hoc

networks in our proposed TAPAR.

Theorem 4.3. TAPAR is able to provide mutual authentication of fresh ses-
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sion key agreement between two communication nodes in wireless ad hoc net-

works.

Proof. Let A and B be two communication entities, namely: the source and

the destination. Let A
Kab←→ B denotes the fresh session key Kab shared between

A and B, and SKb
a is a static shared key between A and B. Hence, the mutual

authentication of Kab is achieved between A and B if there exists a session

key Kab, and A believes A
Kab←→ B and B believes A

Kab←→ B. As a result, we

stated that a strong mutual authentication of Kab should satisfy the following

equations:

A believes B believes A
Kab←→ B. (1)

B believes A believes A
Kab←→ B. (2)

In Condition(i) of the path discovery phase, when B receives the message

M0, he decrypts (tag#||A||B||ga||SNA||TNA
) by using the shared secret key

SKb
a, where ga is A’s contribution to Kab and SNA is a challenge. Then B

can generate its own contribution gb and computes the session key Kab = gab

and believe A
Kab←→ B. Also, B’s contribution gb and a message authentication

code MACa
b = H(Kab; SNA +1) are sent to A in the path reverse phase, where

SNA + 1 is the appropriate response.

Upon receiving gb and MACa
b from B, A computes the session key Kab =

gab and verifies the message MACa
b to confirm whether this message contains

SNA + 1. If it does, A believes A
Kab←→ B. Since a is chosen by A, A believes

B believes A
Kab←→ B.

During the data transfer phase, after B receives M ′ = EKab
[M ||SNA + 2],

B will use Kab to decrypt M by computing DKab
[M ′], and checks if the result

contains a fresh response SNA + 2. If it does, B believes A
Kab←→ B. Since

gb is generated by B, B believes A believes A
Kab←→ B. Finally, Equations (1)

and (2) are satisfied and collectively accomplish the good property of mutual

authentication of the dynamic session key.
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Theorem 4.4. Based on the well-known Diffie-Hellman problem, TAPAR also

meets the security requirement for forward secrecy; even if the group secret key

GSK, static shared key H(SKNn

N0
), N0’s contribution ga, and Nn’s contribution

gb are all known by an attacker.

Proof. We assumed that the attacker Eve intercepts information including

GSK and H(SKNn

N0
) and knew the relationship between N0 and Nn. Then Eve

could decrypt MPD to obtain N0’s contribution ga and could also decrypt MPR

to obtain Nn’s contribution gb. However, Eve could not derive the common

session key CSKn
0 = gab since such task is as difficult as solving the Diffie-

Hellman problem [6]. Thus our proposed TAPAR provides perfect forward

secrecy.

4.2 Functionality Analysis

As illustrated in Table 4, the functionality requirements of our protocol are

better than those of other anonymous routing protocols. In particular, the

proposed TAPAR have accomplished several crucial goals, such as session

key agreement with forward secrecy, mutual authentication of session key by

second-layer authentication, group secrecy by first-layer authentication, and

lightweight computations as a result of using non-PKI operations.

4.3 Performance Analysis

In this subsection, the computational overhead of the proposed TAPAR proto-

col is analyzed. Moreover, we compared our TAPAR protocol with the previous

protocols mentioned in Section 2. The results of the comparison of efficien-

cies between TAPAR, Boukerche et al.’s protocol [3], and Lu et al.’s protocol

[35] are shown in Table 5. To evaluate performances, we have defined several

computational parameters as follows:

• Texp denotes the time required by the modular exponentiation.
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Table 4: Functionality comparisons between our protocol and two related pro-
tocols

Ours Boukerche et al.’s [3] Lu et al.’s [35]
Anonymous routing Yes Yes Yes
Session key agreement Yes No Yes
Mutual authentication Yes No No
of session key
Forward secrecy Yes No Yes
Group secrecy Yes No No
Computation cost Low High Medium
Based problem MAC, PKI operations, PKI operations,

Hashing operations, Symm. operations Symm. operations,
Symm. operations, Hashing operations,
Discrete logarithms Discrete logarithms

• Thash denotes the time required by the hashing operation.

• Tsym denotes the time required by the symmetric encryption/decryption

operation.

• Tasym denotes the time required by the asymmetric encryption/decryption

operation.

• Txor denotes the time required by the XOR operation.

For instance, as introduced in [17], a symmetric encryption/decryption is

at least 100 times faster than an asymmetric encryption/decryption in soft-

ware, an exponential operation is approximately equal to 60 symmetric en-

cryptions/decryptions, and a hashing operation is at least 10 times faster than

a symmetric encryption/decryption. Therefore, we present the following equa-

tion:

1 Tasym ≈ 100 Tsym, 1 Texp ≈ 60 Tsym, and 1 Tsym ≈ 10 Thash. (3)

Moreover, it requires 0.0005 second to perform a one-way hashing operation

and 0.0087 second to perform a symmetric encryption/decryption. According
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Table 5: Efficiency comparisons between our protocol and two related protocols

Ours Boukerche et al.’s [3] Lu et al.’s [35]
Path Source node: Source node: Source node:
Discovery 1 Texp+1 Thash+ 2 Tasym+1 Tsym 2 Texp+1 Thash+
Phase 1 Txor+1 Tsym 1 Tasym

Intermediate node: Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
2 Thash+2 Tsym+ 2 Tasym+1 Tsym 1 Tasym

(N-1) Txor

Destination node: Destination node: Destination node:
1 Tsym+1 Thash+ (n+2) Tasym+n Tsym 1 Texp+1 Thash+
(≤ N-1) Txor 1 Tasym

Path Source node: Source node: Source node:
Reverse 1 Texp+2 Thash+ 1 Tsym 2 Tasym+1 Thash+
Phase 2 Txor+2 Tsym 1 Texp

Intermediate node: Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
2 Thash+4 Tsym+ 1 Tsym 2 Tasym

2 Txor

Destination node: Destination node: Destination node:
2 Texp+2 Thash+ n+1 Tsym 2 Texp+1 Thash+
2 Txor+2 Tsym 2 Tasym

Data Source node: Source node: Source node:
Transfer 3 Tsym+2 Thash+ n+1 Tsym 1 Tasym+1 Thash+
Phase 1 Txor 1 Tsym

Intermediate node: Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
3 Tsym+2 Thash+ 1 Tsym 2 Tasym

2 Txor

Destination node: Destination node: Destination node:
3 Tsym+2 Thash+ 1 Tsym 1 Tasym+1 Thash+
1 Txor 1 Tsym

Computation ≈ 3616 Thash ≈ 7110 Thash ≈ 16626 Thash

Costs (n=1)
Computation 1.808 seconds 3.555 seconds 8.313 seconds
Time (n=1)

N: The number of group members in a ad hoc network.
n: The number of intermediate nodes in a specific route.
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to Equation (3), in comparison with [35], nearly 4802 Thash are required by

the path discovery phase of Lu et al.’s protocol, while our protocol requires

about 1634 Thash; and the computational overhead of the path discovery phase

of our protocol can be reduced by 34.02%. Note that we assumed there is only

one intermediate node involved (n = 1) in a specific route and the computa-

tional costs of the Exclusive OR operations are ignored, since these kinds of

operations have much lighter costs than hashing operations. Additionally, the

path reverse phase of [35] requires nearly 7802 Thash, while ours only requires

1886 Thash; and the computational overhead of the path reverse phase of our

protocol can be reduced by 24.17%. During data transfer phase, [35] requires

nearly 4022 Thash, while ours only requires 96 Thash; and the computational

overhead during this phase of our protocol can be reduced by 2.39%.

As described in Table 5, the total computational time of ours and Lu et

al.’s protocol are 1.808 seconds and 8.313 seconds, respectively. As a result, the

computational costs of our scheme can be reduced by 21.75% in comparison

with Lu et al.’s protocol. Therefore, the proposed TAPAR protocol is highly

efficient in the sense of computational overhead.

On the other hand, for the memory consumption, the proposed TAPAR

protocol must store N pieces of hashed session keys. For example, if SHA-256

algorithm is used and N = 100, then each node will need 100 x 256 = 25,600

bits = 3,200 bytes of memory to store the hashed key table. As a result, the

proposed protocol requires much less bandwidth and memory than traditional

PKI-solution protocols; and that makes TAPAR protocol quite applicable to

wireless ad hoc networks.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a two-layer authentication protocol with anonymous routing

(TAPAR) for wireless ad hoc networks is proposed. We have attempted to
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introduce a novel solution without resorting to PKI operations to achieve

anonymity between two communication entities over insecure networks. More-

over, by comparison with other related protocols, the proposed TAPAR pro-

tocol not only compares favorably (e.g., low computational costs, session key

establishment with forward secrecy, mutual authentication, group secrecy etc.),

but also provides the advantage of anonymous routing. Hence, a source node

can privately establish a route and securely send confidential data from itself

to a destination node with complete confidentiality and anonymity (e.g., pri-

vate communication and transmission integrity). Additionally, TAPAR also

takes into account the resource constraints of the mobile ad hoc devices by

minimizing the computational overhead with non-PKI operations. Thus, in

comparison with Boukerche et al.’s, and Lu et al.’s protocols, the overheads of

involved participants in our protocol are quite low in terms of computational

complexity. Specifically, the computational costs of our TAPAR protocol are

as much as 21.75% lower than those of Lu et al.’s protocol. As a result,

TAPAR is suitable for various ad hoc networks and privacy-vital applications

in ubiquitous computing environments since it provides security, privacy, and

efficiency.
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